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Abstract. We report on the design, implementation, and use of C
Wolf, a toolset which extracts ﬁnite labeled transition systems from
C programs. The extraction process is guided by user input on how
a program should be abstracted, and what events should be made
observable to the user. The output is an abstracted model suitable
for input to the Concurrency Workbench. Additionally, facilities are
provided to carry out simple observational equivalence-preserving
transformations which reduce the size of the generated model. Finally,
we report our experiences in using the toolset to analyze the GNU
i-protocol (Version 1.04) and the BSD ftp daemon (Version 0.3.3).
Keywords: Abstract Model checking, C programs, Concurrency Workbench, FDT for network protocols, Veriﬁcation and validation, Software
tools.

1

Introduction

The past twenty years have seen great strides in the use of model checking to
validate ﬁnite state designs of programs and circuits. Due to the impressive
results that have been achieved in these limited applications [9], there have
been eﬀorts to apply model checking to software systems and to inﬁnite state
designs [4,6]. The former style of work is based on abstracting programs to arrive
at ﬁnite state designs, which can then be model-checked. The latter, however,
depends upon considering decidable properties of certain subclasses of inﬁnite
state systems. In this paper we address the approach of abstraction.
We consider the problem of generating ﬁnite labeled transition systems from
C programs, with a view towards reasoning with the abstracted version in the
Concurrency Workbench [34]. Such an approach would also allow one to relate
designs and implementations by comparing designs against abstractions of implementations. The utility of ﬁnite-state abstractions of programs is supported
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Part A: A C program
#include<stdio.h>
int main(){
int state = 0;
char ch;
while (1) {
ch = getc(stdin);
if (ch == ’\n’ || ch < 0)
return 0;
switch (state) {
case 0:
if (ch == ’b’) {
++state;
} else if (ch != ’a’) {
return 1;
}
break;
case 1:
if (ch != ’b’) {
return 1;
}
break;
}
}
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Part B: Minimized LTS
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Fig. 1. A simple C program to recognize a∗ b∗ and its minimized LTS

by the observation that a process in a concurrent program has a ﬁnite-state
synchronization skeleton with details of sequential computation ﬁlled in. In particular, early work on model checking [8] was geared towards reasoning about
these ﬁnite-state synchronization skeletons.
Reverse-engineering the ﬁnite state machine that forms the synchronization
skeleton of a process involves appropriately abstracting the sequential computation section and labeling the events of interest in the extracted machine. Building
such models is typically done by hand, as in [14]. Lately, there have been a number of tools built to make this process easier [3,16,21,26,31,36,37]. In this paper
we report on our experience in developing C Wolf (a model-extraction toolset),
and our experience in using it to analyze a version of the GNU i-protocol and
the Unix ftp daemon. C Wolf works with C programs and provides facilities for
a user to abstract integer variables of a program, in a semantically sound way.
Given user-speciﬁed information on the observable actions of a program, C Wolf
will generate an abstracted labeled transition system (LTS), which can then be
passed to the Concurrency Workbench of New Century [34] for further analysis.
For instance, the C program given in Figure 1(A), when abstracted appropriately, yields the LTS in Figure 1(B). We will use this program as a running
example through the rest of the paper.
The main contributions of our work are:
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– Design and implementation of the C Wolf toolset, which allows a user to
abstract C programs and to observe events of interest to the user. In particular, C Wolf oﬀers a number of optimizations to reduce the size of the
system generated with respect to trace and observational equivalence. The
generated system can be minimized further, if necessary, and analyzed using
the Concurrency Workbench.
– Case studies of usage of the toolset in abstracting source code, in C, of the ftp
daemon and GNU i-protocol. The case studies illustrate (a) that C Wolf is
practical and (b) that simple, though not necessarily complete, observational
equivalence-preserving transformations have the greatest eﬀect in reducing
the size of the models generated.
Related Work: There has been a great deal of interest lately in software modelchecking. Some of the tools developed to date use abstraction while others use a
form of run-time monitoring. They can be further divided into several categories,
as described below.
Data abstraction: Apart from our work (which falls into this class), Bandera[16,
10] is a tool that uses user-deﬁned data abstraction to generate models from
Java programs. Bandera has a generic scheme for users to express abstractions,
and then apply a particular abstraction to a speciﬁc program. Furthermore,
Bandera employs software-slicing techniques to remove parts of the program
that are irrelevant to establishing properties of interest, which are themselves
expressed in linear temporal logic. Finally, Bandera can generate models for
several reasoning systems including SPIN [24] and SMV [32,17].
Predicate abstraction: The predicate abstraction approach collectively abstracts
all program variables by replacing them with a set of boolean variables. The
SLAM project[1,2,3] automatically generates and reﬁnes sets of predicates based
upon a property (expressed as an automaton) that the user wishes to check.
Given a set of predicates, each program point can be characterized by the subset of chosen predicates (or their negations) that deﬁnitely hold at that point.
Those program points where such a characterization is not possible lead to
non-deterministic choice points. The result is a non-deterministic schema over
boolean variables, one for each predicate of interest, which can be represented
as a BDD. The SLAM project has several other tools to analyze/model-check
these boolean programs. To date, the SLAM group has used this tool to identify
bugs in device drivers for Windows NT.
Metacompilation: In this approach, the compiler for a programming language
is extended with a user-customizable language, or table, which can be used to
specify the model to be generated in the input language of a model checker.
Two tools that belong to this category are FeaVer/AX[26,27] and xgcc[7,18,31].
In both of these cases it is up to the user to generate the models that are believed
to be an appropriate abstraction of a program.
Speciﬁcation-less approach: In this approach, speciﬁc properties of concurrent
programs, such as deadlock, are targeted. To show these speciﬁc properties slicing
is typically used. This approach has been used in Java PathFinder [37,23,5], and
JCAT/YAV[13,28].
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Runtime monitoring: This approach does not use abstraction at all. The approach is based on instrumenting a program, for a speciﬁc property of interest,
with additional code. The instrumented code, when run, will monitor the program execution such that if an erroneous state is reached then appropriate action,
such as stopping gracefully or logging data, can be carried out. This approach
has been used by Godefroid in Verisoft[20,21,22] and by Stoller [36].
Road map of the rest of the paper: In Section 2 we will provide an overview
of our system, in Section 3 the language for conveying abstraction and label maps
to the toolset is discussed, in Section 4 we will provide details of the techniques
we use for model-generation, in Section 5 we discuss optimization, and ﬁnally in
Section 6 we will present the result of our case studies. We then conclude with
a discussion of our contributions and plans for future work.

2

Overview

C Wolf generates a labeled transition system from (a) a C program, (b) an
abstraction mapping and (c) a list of observables. This process is performed by
a small set of components, each of which carries out a speciﬁc task. The main
components of the system and their functionality are as follows (see Figure 2 for
a bird’s eye view of the system):
cwcc — A compiler front end for C, which translates an input program to C
Wolf intermediate (CWI) format. cwcc is based on the ckit [30] front end.
cwld — A linker to combine several ﬁles in CWI format.
cwmb — The model-generator component. It takes as input (1) a program in
CWI format, (2) an abstraction map describing user-deﬁned abstractions,
and (3) a label map describing what events need to be made observable. The
output is a ﬁle containing a labeled transition system, which can be loaded
into the Concurrency Workbench for further processing.

2.1

Input Restrictions

While the low-level features of C make it useful for systems software development, these same features complicate task of veriﬁcation. Pointers allow direct
manipulation of a program’s memory and the heap space, and allows for aliasing
between program variables. We deal only with cases where the aliasing involves
stack-allocated variables and where the relationship can be determined at modelgeneration time. Other forms of aliasing are not detected at this point and are
all abstracted to a point domain. We follow a similar strategy with function
pointers.
A second potential problem is recursion. We do not reject a recursive program
a priori under the assumption that the abstraction employed could lead to a ﬁnite
state model. However, we do aid the user by optimizing all tail calls.
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Fig. 2. System architecture at the executable-component level.

Our model does not directly include concurrency, so the use of threads is not
allowed. However, models for a process of a distributed system can be computed
using our toolset, followed by their parallel composition in the Concurrency
Workbench. Our design decision follows the design of C, where concurrency
primitives are not part of the language but are part of a library. Thus, it is
the user’s responsibility to model the communication mechanism directly in the
Concurrency Workbench.
Finally, signal and longjmp are not currently supported since they interrupt
the ﬂow of control.

3

Abstraction and Observable Events

cwmb, the C Wolf model builder, accepts a CWI ﬁle as input, and two other
additional ﬁles. The ﬁrst ﬁle, the abstraction map, speciﬁes what abstractions
to apply to each variable. The second ﬁle, the label map, speciﬁes how to label
transitions.
Our approach to abstractions focuses exclusively on integer variables. The
reason for this is that in embedded systems and communications protocols, the
variables that embody the high-level state of the system are almost always encoded as integers. For example, a program implementing an extended ﬁnite state
machine (EFSM) might use an enumeration to represent the control states of the
EFSM. The abstraction map will be used to specify how each integer variable
in the program should be abstracted.
The C Wolf system provides a set of predeﬁned abstractions. Although the
set of abstractions is ﬁxed, most of them are parameterized, increasing their ﬂexibility. The syntactic terms for the available abstractions are top, mod, part,
minmax, and free. They are listed in table 1.
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Table 1. The set of available abstractions.
Syntax
top
minmax
mod(k)
part(a1 , a2 , . . . ak )
int
τ array
free
bool

Description
All values are abstracted to a single value .
Values are abstracted to an upper and lower bound l, h.
Values are abstracted to a set of remainders modulo k.
Values are abstracted to a partition of the set of integers.
The partition is [−∞ . . . a1 − 1], [a1 . . . a2 − 1], . . . [ak−1 . . . ak −
1], [ak . . . ∞].
The value is either a precise integer or .
The value is an array of values of abstracted type τ , where
τ ∈ {int, bool, pointer, part(a1 , a2 , . . . ak )}.
The abstraction is chosen dynamically (assuming the abstraction of the latest assigned value)
Values are true, false, maybe

The simplest abstraction is top. Applying top to a variable x abstracts it
away entirely. No information is maintained about the state of x.
The parameterized abstraction mod maintains a set of remainders under a
divisor k. It’s main use is for array indices. For example, consider a variable x
whose abstract type is mod(4). If it has an abstract value of {2, 3}, then we can
infer that the value of x is in the set {2 + 4 · i | i ≥ 0} ∪ {3 + 4 · i | i ≥ 0}.
The parameterized abstraction part partitions the integers into a set of disjoint intervals which cover the set of integers. part is the workhorse abstraction,
which typically sees the most use. part can be used to isolate particular values
of interest. For example, if we are interested in following the values 3, 4, and 5,
but don’t care about other values, the abstraction part(3,4,5,6) will suﬃce by
using a bit-vector to track whether x’s value is less than 3, equal to 3, 4, or 5, or
greater than 5. For example, if the variable x has abstract type part(3,4,5,6)
and abstract value {[4, 4], [6, ∞]}, then its concrete type could be any value in
the set {4, 6, 7, 8, . . .}.
The abstractions int, minmax and free are risky because they may result in
a huge number of states. Their main intended use is internal. However, we have
left them available to the user for experimental purposes, to be used at one’s
own risk.
The minmax abstraction maintains an upper and lower bound on a variable’s
set of possible values. The bounds are kept as tight as possible, which can cause
state explosion in many cases, such as when a variable is used as a counter for
an iterative loop.
The int abstraction tells the system to compute a precise value where possible, and to  otherwise. It can be useful where a precise value of a particular
variable is needed, but shares the same dangers as minmax.
The ﬁnal abstraction is free, which is not a new abstract type, but is instead
used as a directive indicating that the abstract type of the variable should be
dynamic. Whenever a variable of type free is assigned an abstract value then
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fsm.am
file "fsm.c" {
fun main () : top {
var state : part(0,1,2);
var ch : part(0, 10, 11,
97, 98, 99);
}

fsm.lm
exit == 0 => accept;
watch (main:ch == 97) => ‘a;
watch (main:ch == 98) => ‘b;
watch (main:ch < 0) => ‘eof;
watch (main:ch == 10) => ‘eof;
watch (main:ch >= 0) => ‘X;

Fig. 3. Abstraction and label maps for the program of Figure 1(A).

no type conversion takes place. The free abstraction is used to incorporate
important pointer variables into the extracted model.
array declares an array of elements sharing the same abstraction. The model
builder must be able to infer the size of the array, otherwise, the entire array
contents are abstracted to . Since each element is explicitly represented, array
must be used judiciously to avoid explosions in the size of the model.
The Abstraction Map. The mapping of abstractions onto variables is speciﬁed
by an abstraction map ﬁle. Without delving into the details of the syntax, there
are three essential declarations. The ﬁrst is the file declaration, which associates
a source ﬁle name with a scope. All items declared within the scope are assumed
to originate from the (given) source ﬁle. The second is the fun declaration, which
names a function and deﬁnes a scope in which the abstractions to be applied to
the function’s local variables are speciﬁed. The ﬁnal declaration is of the form
var v : α, which declares the variable named v in the current scope to use
abstraction α. Variables which aren’t declared in the abstraction map receive
the top abstraction by default.
Consider the program given in Figure 1(A). An abstraction map for this
function is shown in Figure 3 as the ﬁle fsm.am. As can be seen from the map,
the only important values for the variable state are 0, 1, and 2. Similarly, the
values of importance for the character variable ch are EOF with ASCII code -1,
newline with ASCII code 10, character a with ASCII code 97, and character b
with code 98.
The Label Map. In order to generate a labeled transition system, there must
be some rules for attaching labels to the transitions. This is left to the user
to specify, because the labeling rules will depend on what properties the user
ultimately wishes to verify.
The labeling speciﬁcation is in the form of a label map ﬁle. The label map ﬁle
associates labels with events. An event occurs when a speciﬁc variable is read
or written, a speciﬁc function is called, a speciﬁed line of code is executed, or a
speciﬁed condition becomes true. Typical uses of labeling might be
– to associate a diﬀerent label with each case of a switch statement performed
on a control-state variable.
– to associate labels with certain system calls, such as semaphore operations.
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Table 2. Result of combining abstractions in a binary operator.
Type 1
top
minmax
minmax
minmax
mod(k1 )
mod(k)
mod(k)
part IS1
part IS

Type 2
Any
Mod k
Interval
int
mod(k2 )
part
int
part IS2
int

Result Type
top
minmax
minmax
minmax
mod (lcd {k1 , k2 })
mod(k)
mod(k)
Coarser of S1 , S2
part IS

– to generate a label every time a shared variable is read/written (with diﬀerent
labels for read and write).
The ﬁle fsm.lm speciﬁed in Figure 3 labels transitions based on the character
read into the variable ch, which can be an a, b, EOF or anything else (called X).
Note that in applying labels, the ﬁrst watch condition that evaluates to true is
used. Thus, overlapping conditions for X and events a and b pose no problem.

4

Model Generation

Given a program ﬁle, an abstraction map and a label map, we will now detail
the steps involved in building an abstract LTS. First, cwcc translates the each
program module to CWI code. CWI is a high-level intermediate code in which
statements are organized into basic blocks, and each statement is either an assignment of a pure expression to a single variable, or a control-ﬂow operation (a
goto, conditional goto, or function call/return). Second, cwld is used to link the
CWI modules into a single ﬁle. Third, cwmb constructs a model from the CWI
code, directed by user-supplied abstraction and label mappings.
The model generation process can be thought of as an abstract evaluation
scheme where the intermediate code is interpreted using abstract values. In particular, the evaluation will have to be carried out with respect to an environment
which binds abstract values to variables. Given that model generation is based on
the notion of abstract interpretation [11], we will provide details for the following
crucial questions:
– How are diﬀerent abstractions combined?
– Is the abstraction sound?
– How are environments represented?
The need for combining abstractions comes from the need to abstractly evaluate expressions of the from x op y, where x and y are abstracted using diﬀerent
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abstractions. Given that most of our abstractions target integer variables, we
have a common concrete domain (in the terminology of abstract interpretation)
that can be used to convert one abstraction to another with minimal loss of
information. Table 2 depicts the various conversions that are possible. The main
point to note is that since the abstractions are all based on integers it is possible
to convert from one to another easily.
In [15] we have shown that all abstract operations are semantically sound with
respect to the original operation in the sense of Cousot’s abstract interpretation.1
In particular, we have shown soundness with respect to 32-bit 2’s complement
representation for integers. Based on the soundness of arithmetic and logical
operations we have also shown that symbolic evaluation of each CWI instruction
is semantically sound.
Given that each instruction is abstracted soundly, it is easy to see that sequences of instructions are also abstracted soundly. In applying the symbolic
evaluator to a program, we consider a basic block at a time. It is these basic
blocks that form the foundations of the states of our labeled transition system.
Abstract evaluation of the branches and conditional branches at the end of a basic block determine the successor states of that basic block. Finally, assignment
to a variable targeted by a watch can also lead to a choice point.
As the states are generated, an edge is inserted between the current state
and each of its successors. Edges are labeled by an observable event or by τ ,
the symbol for non-observable event in Milner’s CCS [33] and the Concurrency
Workbench.
Management of the environments, which include information about the variable bindings, has been implemented in C Wolf using functional mappings, which
are then hashed. This allows two environments that are diﬀerent from each other
by a single binding to share the rest of the environment. Furthermore, we impose
a variable ordering on the representation of the bindings; this makes the sharing
easier and the comparison of two environments for equality easier. Finally, it
should be noted that the generation of the model might not terminate if the
abstraction has not be deﬁned appropriately. This strategy is very similar to the
generation of the labeled transition system in the Concurrency Workbench.
The last step in model generation is to output the results. The output is
always a ﬁle; the format can be human-readable text, a graph (renderable by
dot [29], daVinci [19], or VCG [35]), or a Concurrency Workbench automaton.

5

Optimizations

The result of applying the abstraction ﬁle and the label map from Figure 3 to
the program of Figure 1(A) yields a labeled transition system with 52 states and
62 transitions (not shown due to space restrictions). The LTS contains many τ
1

We have shown that for all abstract values a and b the relation γ(⊕(a, b)) ⊇
{+(a , b )|a ∈ γ(a), b ∈ γ(b)} holds, where α and γ are the abstraction and the
concretization functions, and + is a typical operation with ⊕ being its abstract
version.
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(silent) transitions, most of which have no impact on typical properties of interest. Several optimization passes are provided to eliminates these transitions.
The optimizations currently supported are peephole, strong bisimulation, observational equivalence, and trace equivalence.
The peephole optimizer examines states one at a time to identify states which
can be deleted without aﬀecting observational equivalence. The criteria for selecting such states is simple: states which have only one outgoing τ transition,
and don’t self-loop, are chosen. Such states can be deleted safely by simply
routing incoming transitions to the (single) successor state. The result is a system whose behavior is weakly bisimilar to the original system (observationally
equivalent to the original system).
Additionally, an option is provided to run the peephole optimizer on the ﬂy,
in lock-step with the LTS generation. In this case, an additional restriction is
added to the criteria for state deletion. The extra requirement is that the basic
block number of the destination state must be larger than the state being deleted.
This prevents the system from getting caught in a loop of states connected by
single τ transitions.
The second set of available optimizations include strong bisimulation and
observational equivalence [33]. These notions are not strictly necessary as they
are available in the Concurrency Workbench. The model displayed in Figure 1(B)
is the result of applying observational equivalence minimization, which reduced
the number of states from 52 to 4.
Finally, cwmb also supports trace equivalence, which results in a model that
concisely represents all possible execution traces. Such a model is not very useful
for most veriﬁcation problems as it does not even preserve deadlock behavior.

6

Case Studies

We used C Wolf to extract models from the GNU i-protocol, which is part of the
Taylor UUCP package. In [14,25] the sources of version 1.04 were used as an
example to test the eﬀectiveness of various model checkers. The models used in
these eﬀorts were constructed by hand from the source ﬁles. Can the model be
automatically generated from the sources? We will now discuss to what extent
this is possible.
The i-Protocol is a sliding window protocol, which maintains a ring buﬀer of
size 2 · N to implement a window of size N . At any time, the current window
of messages sent but not yet acknowledged by the receiver is marked by two
indices i and j ≤ (i + N ) mod 2 · N . The receiver process maintains an index
k which is the index to the last message that was acknowledged. The livelock
which was observed had to do with the fact that the receiver, when sent a packet
outside the window k . . . (k + N ) mod 2 · N ignores it without sending a NAK.
Consequently, when an acknowledgment sent by the receiver is lost in transit,
the sender could resend a message multiple times all of which are ignored by the
receiver.
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Fig. 4. Behavior of I-protocol when sending 1 data packet, and receiving a reply.

To carry out our experiments we extracted the code for the sender process
from the sources, and replaced the other functionalities by a test harness. The
i-protocol code was then linked into a test harness which simulates the receiving
and sending of packets. The test harness links seamlessly with the i-protocol
code, because the i-protocol code relies on two function pointers, pfIsend and
pfIreceive, to transmit and receive data. These functions pointers are bound
at startup to point to the test harness code instead of the original network transmission code. Additionally, the protocol startup phase is skipped, and instead
the window size is ﬁxed to 2 packets (the smallest value which doesn’t “break”
the i-protocol code), and the (data) packet size is set to 18 bytes, the smallest value which is a multiple of the control packet size (6 bytes). Similarly, the
protocol shutdown, repositioning, and resizing operations were never invoked.
The test harness code does two tasks. It takes outgoing packets and analyzes
them, encoding them into integer values in the range 0 . . . 47. The outgoing value
is then assigned to a global variable which is the target of a watch clause in the
label-map. The watch clause generates a label for each packet value, describing
the packet kind, and the position of the sender’s incoming and outgoing windows.
The model generated is shown in Figure 4 which shows the discarding of
NAKs observed by others. We ran the model extractor cwmb with diﬀerent optimizations turned on. In table 3, we have listed the optimization performed,
the CPU time, the total system time, and the number of states and transitions
generated. Before the optimizations have been performed, the environments are
thrown away; consequently, the number of bindings are only shown when no
optimizations are done. Finally, we also show the maximum heap space that
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Table 3. Resources required to model the i-protocol
Test
ip
ip
ip
ip
ip
ip

Opt.
None
Peep
Bisim
ObsEq
OnTheFly
All

CPU
3.77
4.87
4.88
4.86
4.17
4.57

Time
4.09
5.25
5.36
5.16
4.53
4.99

States
7746
61
16
14
2883
14

Transitions Bindings Memory
7746
10954
189725
189729
108
63
189733
63
189737
2883
189729
63
189741

SML/NJ (used to implement C Wolf) allocates across all the processes, which
seems to remain a constant.
The ftp daemon. The program ftpd is a process which runs continuously on
a UNIX system, processing requests to transfer ﬁles over the network. It has
been shown that some implementations of ftpd may be vulnerable to a buﬀer
overﬂow attack, in which a user intentionally writes beyond the boundaries of an
array stored on the stack and replaces the return address of the current activation record, allowing arbitrary code to be executed. One strategy for defending
against such attacks is process monitoring, in which the behavior of a process is
monitored at runtime, and the system calls it performs are compared against a
model. When a process performs a call not captured in the model, an alert is
raised. Recent research has used static analysis to extract a non-deterministic
pushdown automaton from a program’s source code, and used this model as the
basis against which to compare runtime behavior [38].
We applied C Wolf to the ftpd sources with no abstractions, and with instructions to label all system calls. This approach has the advantage that the
result is a minimized NFA, which is much easier to deal with than an NPDA.
Figure 5 shows the NFA extracted from BSD ftpd version 0.3.3, abstracting
all variables away and optimized with respect to observational equivalence. The
NFA is quite tractable as a basis for runtime monitoring, with a total of 22
states. A second advantage of using C Wolf is that the values of variables can
easily be incorporated into the model, resulting in a more precise model than is
possible in [38], which essentially applies a point abstraction to all variables in
the monitored program.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We have constructed the C Wolf toolset to extract ﬁnite state models from C
programs in order to analyze their behavior. We have been able to apply C Wolfto
several small examples and to two large programs. We have also shown that
our methods are eﬀective. In particular, we were surprised to see that the part
abstraction was a very eﬀective abstraction. Furthermore, we were also surprised
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Fig. 5. System-call structure of the FTP daemon.

by the fact that simple peephole optimization, which preserved observational
equivalence, did cut down the size of the models created by more than 75%.
Once a model is extracted it can be reasoned about in the Concurrency
Workbench. It should, however, be noted that the abstraction produces an upper
approximation of the program’s behavior. Consequently, only universally pathquantiﬁed CTL∗ formulae which are invariant under stuttering are preserved by
the extraction process – a characteristic shared by all relevant work on software
model-checking.
Clearly, C Wolf can be improved upon in a number of ways, mostly in the
kinds of abstraction techniques that are available to the user. New abstractions
for dealing with arrays are under development, and we are experimenting with
symbolic abstractions which capture relationships between the variables of a
program. An additional feature being added to C Wolf is the option of generating
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a pushdown automaton model for use with the XMC model checker [12], enabling
arbitrarily recursive programs to be model-checked.
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